
Alice Springs, 11 Leichhardt Terrace
Aurora Alice Springs Resort

Rare offering of the only Hotel situated on the town mall; a once in a generation
opportunity.

- 4,080 square metres under freehold title
- 109 hotel rooms
- Three commercial tenancies with potential expansion
- Operating hotel with pool, parking and function rooms
- Central location

The Aurora Alice Springs is the only hotel located in the Alice Springs Todd Mall,
the main shopping, dining and tourist precinct and central to all major
attractions and transport hubs in town. With the hotels unique position, it will
capture a broad variety of guests for its convenient location and top-class
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offerings.

There are 109 well-appointed rooms and suites with views ranging from the
iconic Todd River to the majestic MacDonnell Ranges. An undercover swimming
pool and events area are conveniently located on the ground floor near the
reception area, while upstairs there are several open-air entertaining areas,
perfect for guests to mingle or host guest functions.

The Hotel occupies two buildings across two titles of land that have been
amalgamated offering access from Leichhardt Terrace through to the Todd Mall.
The accommodation rooms area spread over several floors with the ground
level primarily comprising the reception and hotel facility spaces along with
commercially lettable areas.

Currently there are three commercial tenants leasing spaces in addition to the
hotel business, giving the property huge upside for additional income in slower
seasons.

This sale represents a golden opportunity to capitalise on the hotel market in
Alice Springs.

More About this Property

Property ID 22X4FD5
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Property Type Hotel/Leisure
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Land Area 4080 m²
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